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“We could only hang him once, we couldn’t hang him six million times.”
-Mickey Goldman1
Thesis
Adolf Eichmann was one of the most pivotal actors in the implementation of the “Final
Solution.” Charged with managing and facilitating the mass deportation of Jews to ghettos and
killing centers in Germany, he was among the major organizers of the Holocaust. His 1961 trial
in Jerusalem, Israel, sparked international interest and heightened public awareness of the
Holocaust.2 The capture and high-profile trial of Adolf Eichmann, which was due to his role in
the persecution and tragic deaths of over six million Jews, was a triumph of justice and would
inevitably introduce the Holocaust into historical, educational, legal, and cultural discourse.
Furthermore, it would help to shape an awareness of the Holocaust in Israeli and world public
opinion.3
Isser Harel and The Mossad
In 1957, following World War II, Isser Harel, a spymaster of the intelligence and the
security services of Israel and the Director of the Mossad,4 received a message from Frankfurt,
Germany, regarding a Dr. Fritz Bauer, attorney general of Hesse, requesting to convey
information to the Mossad.5 Harel soon learned that Eichmann was alive, and hiding in
Argentina.
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Like millions of Jews, Harel knew Adolf Eichmann as the “embodiment of Nazi horror;”6
Eichmann had personally directed the systematic annihilation of European Jewry.7 He had
devoted his life to the meticulous massacre of six million Jews8 and disappeared after the war.
Harel decided Eichmann must be punished for his crimes; the victims of his slaughter
demanded it; justice and morality demanded it. Eichmann was certainly living under an assumed
identity and had friends inside the Argentinian government.9 Moreover, Harel decided it was
preferable to capture Eichmann rather than kill him, he was going to capture Eichmann and make
him stand trial before the people he tried to exterminate.10
The Architect of the Holocaust
In 1934, Adolf Eichmann was appointed to the Jewish section of the “security services”
of the Schutzstaffel.11 From then on, he became deeply involved with the formulation of the
“final solution to the Jewish question.”12 Eichmann drew up the idea of deportation of Jews into
ghettos, and went about concentrating Jews in isolated areas with murderous efficiency.13
Eichmann also facilitated and managed the use of gas chambers in the coordinated Nazi plan,
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earning him the title, “the architect of the Holocaust.”14 He found an unsettling sense of pride in
this role.15
Eichmann Fleeing to Argentina
After World War II, along with many Nazi criminals, Eichmann was granted a
“certificate indulgence” by the Catholic Church in 1950, which enabled him to sail clandestinely
from Italy to Argentina under the false identity of “Ricardo Klement.”16 Armed with forged
identification and the Red Cross passport number 100940 [See Appendix A],17 Eichmann and
two other former SS men boarded the SS Giovanni C.18 The vessel left Genoa on June 17, 1950,
and docked in Buenos Aires on July 14, 1950.19
Eichmann secured employment with CAPRI, a construction company in Tucuman, in
August 1950.20 Eichmann’s wife and two children arrived in Argentina in 1952; he registered his
children at an anti-Semitic German school under the name Eichmann, suggesting how the
Argentine government aided and abetted former Nazis. In April 1953, CAPRI declared
bankruptcy and Eichmann moved his family to Buenos Aires, where he was hired by Mercedes
Benz in March 1959.21
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Operation Eichmann
Meanwhile, Harel asked the Prime Minister of Israel, David Ben-Gurion, for the
“go-ahead.” Ben-Gurion gave it, and thus the operational machinery of searching for Eichmann
went into effect.22
In late 1959, the Israelis discovered that Eichmann had adopted the name, Ricardo
Klement.23 The Mossad team followed that lead and were eventually led to Garibaldi Street in
San Fernando, Buenos Aires. The Mossad felt certain Eichmann was there, but they still needed
proof. On March 21, 1960, Ricardo Klement got off his bus and walked toward his home.
Klement gave a bouquet of flowers to the woman who greeted him at the door. March 21 was the
date of the Eichmann’s silver wedding anniversary. The agents had found Eichmann: there was
no more doubt.24
The operational plan was laid out in minute detail; it would be carried out by agents in
two cars: one team for the abduction, another for security and protection.25 On May 11, 1960,
Mossad operatives were ready to move into action. At 8:05 p.m., Eichmann was captured.26 The
Mossad drove him to their safe house, it was 8:55 — 50 minutes after his bus had arrived.
Mossad operatives restrained Eichman, and checked his mouth for poison to ensure he would not
try to kill himself as other Nazis had done to avoid being tried.27 A Mossad interrogator then
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tried to get Eichmann to admit his identity and, after repeatedly insisting he was Ricardo
Klement,28 he relented.
Harel arranged for an El-Al plane to leave Buenos Aires on May 20. They sent one of
their agents into a local hospital with the claim that he had suffered brain damage in an accident.
On the morning of May 20, the patient had recovered sufficiently to fly home to Israel. The
Mossad then substituted Eichmann’s name and photograph for the patient’s [See Appendix B].29
Eichmann was drugged so that his senses would be blurred when he was brought to the plane.30
Eichmann’s Jerusalem Trial
Argentina demanded Eichmann’s return, but Israel argued that his status as an
international war criminal gave right to proceed with a trial. Some observers felt that Eichmann
should be tried in Germany, or by an international body;31 and that the importance of the
still-new nation of Israel being a beacon of adherence to international law, meant the precedent
for such a trial was too shaky to rely on.32 Others felt that the nation might be justified in trying
Eichmann, but should not get into the business of executions, and that the most important thing
was to serve Eichmann himself with justice, recognizing that no punishment could be harsh
enough. And some felt it was most important to present the facts of what he did to the world, and
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preserve them for the historical record.33 On April 11, 1961, the trial of Adolf Eichmann began.
It would become one of the most widely renowned trials in history.34
The Israeli prosecutor, Gideon Hausner,35 was eloquent when he opened the proceedings
in April of 1961:
As I stand here before you to lead the prosecution of Adolf Eichmann, I do not stand
alone. With me stand six million accusers. But they cannot rise to their feet and point an
accusing finger. For their ashes are piled up in the hills of Auschwitz and in the fields of
Treblinka, or washed away by the rivers of Poland; their graves are scattered over the
length and breadth of Europe. Their blood cries out, but their voices are not heard.36
Eichmann sat for eight months in a bulletproof glass box [See Appendix C] in a
Jerusalem courtroom and listened to all of the testimony against him.37 111 survivors testified
with detailed eyewitness accounts of their experiences in the Holocaust, hundreds more attended
the trial, and thousands of survivors worldwide followed radio and television broadcasts.38 It was
the first trial to be televised in history.39 Eichmann faced fifteen charges, including crimes
against humanity, crimes against the Jewish people, and war crimes.40 He claimed that he was
following orders, but the judges disagreed, finding him guilty of all counts on December 15, and
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sentencing him to death.41 On June 1, 1962, Eichmann was hanged near Tel Aviv.42 Eichmann's
body was incinerated in an oven in the prison courtyard. “Black smoke rose toward the sky,”
wrote an American reporter. “No one said a word, but it was impossible not to recall the
crematoriums at Auschwitz.”43 Adolf Eichmann’s ashes were cast into the Mediterranean.44 The
wind and the waves dispersed the remains of the man who twenty years earlier had declared: “I'll
jump laughing into the grave, happy at having exterminated six million Jews.”45
Shaping an Awareness
In the annals of public awareness of the Holocaust, nothing rivals the Eichmann trial as a
turning point, whose impact is evident to this day.46 The trial introduced the Holocaust as an
essential topic of ethical discourse, not merely in Israel and the Jewish world, but on the
consciousness of humanity.47 It focused attention upon the account of the suffering and torment
of the Jewish people. The trial broke down the reluctance of many Israelis and Jews to approach
the Holocaust, due to the powerful impression left by the personal testimonies of over a hundred
witnesses.48
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Similarly, echoes of the trial attracted attention to the Holocaust survivors who had
hesitated prior to the trial, to share their tragic stories.49 Further, it brought about a significant
change among Israeli youth in their attitude towards the Holocaust. For them, the Holocaust was
a “remote and abstract issue.”50 As a result of the trial, the Holocaust is now perceived as an
integral part of their identity.51 The trial also gave rise to literature, some 600 works of various
categories have been published in numerous languages. In addition, eighty-nine documentary
films and four feature films have been produced.52 Famous poets and writers have written about
the trial, including Eli Wiesel, Primo Levi, Nathan Alterman, and Haim Gouri.53 In the same
way, the trial sparked intellectual controversy among scholars, the best known being the debate
on the journalistic reports of political philosopher Hannah Arendt.54
The trial, orchestrated to lay bare the entirety of the Holocaust for the world to
understand, was a striking mix of intense emotion on the part of witnesses, audience and
prosecution and dispassion on Eichmann’s part. His inability to internalize the terrifying
and heart-wrenching experiences being recounted was as if he was physically trying to
keep the torrent of humanity on display contained.55
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As one of the first global media events, the trial revealed the horrors the Nazis had
brought on the Jewish people.56 When the death sentence was handed down — the first and last
in Israel’s history to date — there was both relief and disappointment. A key perpetrator of the
tragic deaths of millions would no longer walk the earth.57
At Eichmann’s trial, many Holocaust survivors spoke publicly for the first time, “giving a
voice to the victims that they had not had before, and would compel the world to listen to the
story of the Final Solution in an unprecedented way.”58 The world’s consciousness had not yet
been raised about genocide. The word “genocide” was rarely uttered, and the term “The
Holocaust” had not yet entered the global vernacular. Eichmann’s trial changed that; unlike the
Nuremberg Trials, hundreds of millions now watched. In the United States, many channels
showed excerpts from the Eichmann trial every weeknight for months.59
Eichmann's trial broke the taboo. The Holocaust was the central issue before a court for
the first time, and the highly visible witnesses for the prosecution were Jews.60 For the first time,
survivors were prominent, present and publicly vocal.61 They could not testify about Eichmann's
role of German criminal responsibility, but they could describe how their daily lives had been
shaped by the criminals and their crimes.62 For the first time in history, the Jewish people had the
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means to bring about justice to those who persecuted them.63 The Eichmann trial broadened the
study of genocide. Now, there is a consensus among democratic states that genocidal killers
cannot take refuge behind claims of obedience to superior orders.64
Furthermore, there was a proliferation of museums and annual remembrances around the
world. The media took on the challenge of depicting the Holocaust. Movies such as Judgment at
Nuremberg and Schindler’s List; TV shows like Holocaust; and novels The Wall, Mila 18 and
Exodus all owe something to the educational effect of the trial.65 On a global level, the Eichmann
trial and the education on the Holocaust has encouraged communities to vocalize
commemorating their own tragedies.66 On some occasions, the community of civilized nations
even rouses itself to give meaning to the words “never again.”67
The Eichmann trial became the first time in Israeli history that the atrocities of the death
camps were publicly discussed.68 “The Eichmann trial raised so much awareness that subsequent
national conflicts were, and still are, interpreted in relation to the Holocaust as the most extreme
of all Jewish catastrophes.”69
Isser Harel described the importance of its undertaking: “For the first time in history the
Jews would judge their assassins; and for the first time the world would hear, and the young
generation in Israel would hear, the full story of the edict of annihilation against an entire
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people.”70 In April 1961, the world understood what the Germans had done.71 The trial of Adolf
Eichmann echoed throughout the entire world from the courtroom in Beit Ha'am. It riveted the
attention of the Israeli public and aroused great interest all over the world.72
Journalists from many countries converged upon Jerusalem to cover the trial, and
international public opinion followed its course with concentration; the trial gave rise to
discussions on a great variety of subjects, on legal, social, educational, psychological, religious,
and political levels.73
In general, the trial was well received around the world and seen as the embodiment of
historical justice. The case was not a history lesson, but it was a crucial event: it reframed the
historical significance of the Holocaust and it exploded a barrier of public silence.74 The purpose
of catching Eichmann was clear from the beginning — to remind the world what the Germans
did to the Jews, and to remind Israeli youth why the state of Israel needs to exist.75 Its purpose
was to put the Holocaust on trial, and Eichmann was a tool to that end.76
This trial did not accomplish everything that was hoped: to bury the Nazi era for good.
On the contrary, there have been a number of trials since the Eichmann case, and the number of
literature and artworks about the Nazi era, grows each year. The Nazi years are the only
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historical period in the modern age to generate ever greater interest in subsequent decades, the
enormity and significance emerges more clearly as time passes, rather than fading away.77
Conclusion
In 1961, one of the most spectacular trials of the 20th century began in Jerusalem: The
State of Israel vs. Adolf Eichmann.78 The proceedings against the former SS
Obersturmbannführer, who organized the tragic deportations of millions of Jews to Nazi
extermination camps, brought the Holocaust to the center of global attention.79 The Eichmann
trial was almost more important in the field of education than in that of justice.80 His trial
triumphantly raised the conscience of the world, and thereby changed humanity for the better.
The trial educated the Israeli public about the true nature of the Holocaust.81 In the rest of the
world, the intense media coverage rooted the Holocaust in the collective cultural consciousness.
This consciousness, in Israel and throughout the world, is the enduring legacy of the operation to
capture Adolf Eichmann.82
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Appendix A

"Adolf Eichmann His Escape and Capture in Argentina Operation Eichmann."

Holocaust

Education & Archive Research Team, 2009,
www.holocaustresearchproject.org/trials/eichmanntrialcapture.html. Accessed

15 Nov. 2018.

Eichmann had been issued with an ID Certificate in the northern Italian town of Termeno in 1948, the ID was
numbered 131 and bore the name Ricardo Klement, and claimed that he was a technician born in Bolzano, Italy, and
apolide (without nationality). The Red Cross passport enabled Eichmann to escape from Italy and sail to Argentina
under the false alias, Ricardo Klement.
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Appendix B

---. Eichmann upon Arrest. Yad Vashem,
www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/exhibitions/eichmann/images/operation_eichmann/public_opi
nion/18s.jpg. Accessed 26 Jan. 2019.
Isser Harel learned that on May 20, Argentina would celebrate their 150th anniversary of its independence.
High-ranking delegations would be coming from all over the world. An Israeli delegation headed by Minister of
Education, Abba Eban would also come. Abba Eban was happy to learn that El Al would be putting at his disposal a
special plane — a Britannia "Whispering Giant." Nobody told Eban that the real reason for El Al's generosity was
Operation Eichmann. On May 20, Eichmann was to be brought back to Israel, he was blindfolded and drugged so
his senses would be blurred and his speech impeached. He was then dressed in an EI AL uniform and brought onto
the plane.
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Appendix C

---. Eichmann in Trial. Yad Vashem,
www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/exhibitions/eichmann/images/trial/verdict/11s.jpg. Accessed 26 Jan.
2019.
During Adolf Eichmann’s trial in Jerusalem, Israel, a bulletproof transparent box was designed to prevent from any
assassinations or lynching.
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